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ABSTRACT 

In traffic theory a teleprocessing network model is 
usually based on compound modeling of user traffic, 
communication network and remote processing environ
ment. This paper deals with analyt i cal user models 
for user-computer (mostly dialog) communication 
based on traffic measurements. First, a model clas
sification is given . The main parts describe ~ever
al models of telecommunication user behavior: 
• Models of interaction cycles, one- and multiple

step transactions, and sessions, 
• models of aggregate interarrival processes of 

user' communi ties, 
• a compound model of heterogeneous user traffic, 
• a model of users resp. terminals as a sour'ce/sink 

for sending/receiving packets, 
• models of interdependencies of random variables 

characterizing the interaction cycles. 
The empirical models are presented by structure and 
analytical expressions and based on samples of user 
behavior in typical !eleQrocessing (TP) environ
ments. The applications of the models are di scussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The continuous i ncrease of net\-Jork complexity seems 
to be a "natural law" in TP. This increase and the 
need for economic networking strengthen the role of 
telecommunication network modeling. In a general TP
network spatially distributed users resp. terminals 
gain access to remote processing and storage facili-
ties by transmission devices. In traffic theory a 

TP network model is usually based on compound model
ing of the users, the communication network, and 
the remote processing envil~onment. User traffic as 
the actual traffic source causes and influences 
- at least indirectly - all traffic flows in a net
work. Therefore, economic netv.JOrking and r'eliable 
network performance evaluation r equire adequate mod
els of real user traffic bebavi or. Unfortunately, 
modeling of the users seems to be less developed 
than modeling of the transmission and processing 
environment. Thus, there is a strong demand for em
pirically-based and practically applicable user 
models. 
This paper deals v.'ith analytical (in contrast to 
descriptive) user models for user-computer (most
ly dialog) communication based on measurements. The 
models are intended for analytical calculation 
and/or simulation. We will focus on the user' s ide 
of the TP system, not on "total system" models: we 
are primadly interested in modeling observable ac
tions/reactions at the user-side network interface. 

2 MODEL CLASSIFICATION ftu'JD TYPICAL USER MODELS 

Basic l~equirements for selecting a model are : 
• reality of the model 
• usage-adequate complexity 
• statistical validity 
• representativity for TP application. 
Requirements for model properties depend on the in
tended model usage. Thus, quantitative requirements 
(e.g., accuracy, confidence levels) usually are not 
valid generally; the tractable model complexity, 
e .g . , depends on the intended use either for queue
ing simulation or analytical calculation. 
By an "analytical user model" (contrary to a de
scriptive one) we mean a structured model of user 
behavior in user'-computer communication with charac
teristics given by analytical expressions; i.e . ac
tions of the user(s) and (not obligatory) the sys
tem or relationships between those actions are ex
pressed analytically . Tab . 1 lists important classi
fication criteria for analytic user models . 

criterion explanations, examples 
1 type of pl~ocess 

2 observation re-
solution (sect. 3) 

3 population size 
and structure 

4 model structure 

5 structural com-
plexity 

6 statistical com-
plexity 

7 user application 
and s i tuation 

8 telecommunication 
environment 

9 definition of ob-
served interface 

10 intended applica-
tion of the model 

11 message contents 

Tab.1 Model classification criteria 

Mostly user models in traffic theory represent se
quences of certain action/reaction perioas, or se
quences of corresponding events rnarking their begin
ning or end . Such periods with regard to a Single 
user might be, e.g . , interaction cycles (cf. fig .3), 
transactions, or sessions. Event sequences are usu-
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ally described by point processes /IVER 76/. Observ
ing several user simultaneously leads to models of 
state sequences/periods of user populations. 

Typical user models 
Most analytlcal mOdels in queueing literature empha
size the processors rather than the users point of 
view. Following, some important of them are compil
ed of which 1) and 2) are the most popular: 
1 )Infinite population model, characterized by a 

Poisson input arrival process and no feedback of 
the system to the users, c.f., e.g. /ALLE 80/, 

2)finite population model; it implies a feedback of 
the system to the users and gives a better r epli
ca of small population behavior, 

3)models of /GAVE 71/ and /GROE 74/, which both mod
el the active period of terminals/users during an 
interaction cycle in a special v.lay, 

4)models of rough relationships between single cus-
tomers and system behavior /BOIE 74/. 

User modeling rather from the computer's point of 
view was summarized, e. g ., in /KOBA 78, hUNT 75/. 
On the other hand, traffic measurements in data net
works by several authors can broaden the empirical 
basis of analytical modeling. Short surveys of traf
fic measurement results for model quantification 
were given in IPAWL 77/,p.47, and /PAWL 81/. How
ever, the work on synthesizing models based on such 
measurements has not been very extensive. 

3 EMPIRICAL ~DDEL BASIS AND METHODOLOGY 

The statistical data for t he empirical models below 
originate from a measurement project of ylhich selec
ted results were presented i n /PAWL 79, PAWL 81/. 
This project has proceeded. The following TP sys
tems are now consi dered including new measurement 
resul ts and neH TP systems /SUED 82/: 

Systems measured Abbreviations 
• Time- sharing system, predominantly TST 

Wlth technical/scienti f i c tasks 
• Time- sharing system, commercial TSC 
• B:mki ng transaction system BNK 
• On- line data collection system DCL 
• Inquiry-response data base system, INQ 
~ifferent user populations 

• Tourist reservation system TOU 

In all systems buffered CRT ~isplay ~tations (DS) 
are consi dered, except BNK (teller terminals). 
The methodology for measw"ement (employing a hard
ware-monitor) and stati st i cal evaluation was descri
bed i n IPA~~ 77/. The method for approximation of 
measured frequency distributi ons i s based on random 
search and phase-type models known by Cox. 

sesslon/ 
transac fion 

in tera et ion 
cycle 

single user 
act i on 

thinking typIng 

Fig.1 Time resolution of observation 
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Models \-Ji th different time resolutions 
User-computer traffic in telecommunication can be 
observed and described by models with different 
time or action resolutions. Fig. 1 shows the decom
position of single-user traffic into differently 
detailed traffic patterns observed on the transmis
sion line interface of a user terminal; they range 
from user session ("macroscopical point of view") 
down to character' level ("microscopical view"). 
The following traffic patterns can be identified: 
• long-time behavior, concerning periods like days, 

weeks, or longer (not considered here), 
• session (e.g., daily session), 
• transaction; an "n-step transaction" is a sequen

ce of n user dialog cycles logically belonging to
gether, 

• interaction cycle (input-output cycle); directly 
succeeding interaction cycles would be called 
"dialog cycles" in contrast to interactions sepa
rated by idle t imes, e.g. at a teller terminal. 
The interaction cycle offers a common time struc
ture for all TP systems treated here, 

• single user action phase (e.g. typing phase), 
• character. 
Different network queueing and performance analyses 
require such models with different time resolutions 
to describe the network load and traffic flows. 

4 ANALYTICAL El-1PIRICALLY-BASED t-10DELS: 
SESSION AND TRANSACTION LEVEL (SINGLE USERS) 

Models for sessions of single users 
The first of the following analytlcal models of 
real traffic behavior describe (sequences of) ses
sions/transactions of single users. Extensive sta
tistics of individual sessions of users have been 
evaluated; a mean value of a random variable RV may 
be interpreted as behavior of-a fictItious "mean 
user". A user session can essentially be modeled by 
• session duration T 
• the sequence of Ncsinput-output cycles or of Nt 

transacti ons withln T represented by the 
point process of startTng-points of interaction 
cycles or transactions. In sophisticated investi
gations this point process can be described by 
a )the (possibly time-dependent) interarrival 

t ime distribution of starting-points (sect.5) 
b)the corresponding counting process represent

ation which is the distribution of event fre
quencies per time, or its event rate (the deri
vative of t he counti ng variable), 

• t he mean cycle rate Rc=N IT during a session 
for less sophisti catea i Rve~tigations 

• some volume-ol"iented RVs characterizing the acti
vities of user and system auring the whole ses
Sion, e. g ., the whole data volume. 

Tab.2 s hows models of a single user session as rec
ommended by t he results of our investigations. The 
means X and variation coefficients c entered are 
typical value ranges. With respect to applications 
the accuracy ·of the approximations can be compara
ti vely low, preferably 1st-order approximations. By 
an m-th order approximation we mean a Cox-type mix
ture of m el ementary di stributions. In this paper 
the maximum deviation of means resp. second moments 
of approximation distributions from the measured 
values is 5% resp. 10%. For all approximations an 
error measure Q or D is given. Q is t he usual test 
statist i c for t he X2 goodness-of-fit test divided 
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by the sample size and the number of class inter
vals; QC is the significance level on which the dis
tribution hypothesis is accepted by the X2 test. D 
is the mean square deviation between measured and 
approximation function value for each interval. 
An example model shows a random generator producing 
a hyperexponentially distributed time Ts (or alter
natively a mixed geometrically distributed number 
Nc ). By optionally using Nc "tt'igger puls~s'.' ~Jc 
interaction cycles (cf. sect.5) could be lnltlated. 

RV Systems X c 
appro~. distribution 
type 1 Q/10-3 QC 

Ts TSTI 30 - 50 1.0 -1.25 Ex2) )4.9-6.3 0.001-0.3 
TSC min 2Ex2 0.7-1.6 0.6 -0.98 

Nc TSTI 50 - 80 1.15-1.25 G2) 
a;2) 

2.3-9.7 0.01 -0.08 
TSC 1. 3-7.1 0.1 

Rc all, 0.025- 0.05-0.65 E3 2.0-4.5 0.25 39.5 
except 0.04 (only TST,TSC ) 

INQ,TOU cyc/s _ 
variation coefficient c=vvar(x) 1 x 

1)distribution types: cf. abbrev. list (last page) 
2)alternative hypotheses for Ts,N of TST or TSC. 
3) for other systems partly norma! or skewed normal 

distribution appropriate 
Model example: 

~----- ~ ------~~ 

~~~~----------------~---;--

Tab ~ tvlodeling of single user sessions 

This shows: single user sessions can be described 
by rather simple "classical distributions". Models 
for sequences of user sessions consisting of sessi
ons and idle times between them are less important 
a~d will not be considered here. 

Models for ~ger populations on session level 
These are mOdels for parallel sessions of several 
users, e.g., considering 
- nllmber of parallel user sessions and their birth! 

death rate; example: periods of constantly 10 
parallel user sessions in System TSC \vere nearly 
exponentially distributed with a mean of about 
200s; we do not treat such population models in 
detail here because they can be synthesized rela
tively easy by compounding single user models; 

- time-dependent arrival or departure processes of 
aggregate traffic in time intervals at least in 
the order of magnitude of typical user sessions. 
We will cover such processes using shorter time 
intervals in sect.6. Some empirical details of 
daily traffic are outlined in IPAWL 79/. 

Models for transactions of single users 
Ftg.2 shows several phase-type models for multiple
s ep transactions of single users; one-step transac-
tions are treated like interaction cycles and thus 
covered in sect.5. The interarrival time Tta bet-
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ween succeeding n-step transactions of the same us
er consists of two periOds: transaction period Tt 
during \oJh i ch the user interacts with the-system,aRd 
intertransaction time Tti between end of transac
~ion 1 until the user starts transaction (j+1) with 
the f~rst input transmission. Tt itself contains 
the tlme Tsa for the system to ~swer the first in
put plus tne periods of the follovling (n-1) dialog 
cycles (cf.sect.5). 
The values of the model parameters and the moments 
of the corresponding RVs are listed in tab.4. 
Single user traffic in multiple-step transactions 
is rather bursty: i.e. clusters of short user' times 
Ttu during transaction period Tt alternate with 
relatively long intertransactioR times. For small 
user populations this can lead to instationary and 
correlated arrival processes. In the Systems INQ 
and TOU the population size is so large that the 
influence of single users is smoothed (cf.sect.6) 

QQ 

~--------~----rfa----------------

~ start of input - , end of output - transm/ssion 

Tta : transaction ;nterarrival time 

Ttp: transaction period 

Tf ;: intertransaction time 

Tsa: system answer time (cf.sect.S) 

7fu: user time during transaction period 
n: number of dialog cycles per transaction 

Fig.2 Modeling of multiple-step transactions 

INQ (user2) T 0 U 

RV X c type -1L X c type --1L 
10-3 10-3 

Tta 111. 7 1.3 2Ek 0.03 254.8 1.3 2Ex 0.09 

Ttp 60.0 1.2 2Ex 0.94 59.8 2.3 3Ex 0.09 

Tti 51.6 2.4 2Ex 0.17 195.0 1.6 2Ex 0.06 

Ttu 16.5 2.3 3Ex 0.06 33.5 2.8 2Ex 0.09 

n 4.1 0.7 2.5 1.2 
Tab.3 t1ul tiple-step transaction modei parameters 

Heasurements of session RVs by other authors are 
cited in /PAWL 77/,p.47. Measurements and concre
te analytic user models of multiple transactions 
appearently are not published. 

5 MODELS ON INTERACTION CYCLE LEVEL (SINGLE USER) 

Models considering single users 
This section describes models representing the user 
traffic as a sequence of equally-structured interac
tion cycles. One-step transactions are treated here 
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b,c) 2-phase models. like interaction cycles since t hey are similar with
in a user session from measurement point of view: 
interruptions of working periods (e. g., because of 
customers missing at teller terminals) are hidden 

In fig.3b) the behavior of the system from the us- e 
ers point of view is treated as a whole. The phases 
Ti , Tcr and ro are combined to the a ~ystem ~nswer 
(~esponse) tIme Tsa; Tsa plus Tu form one interac-in the user time T . In all sys tems measured, ex

cept TST and TSC, ghe terminals are serviced by a 
polling mechanism. Thus, the computer reaction time 
Tcr resp. user time Tu contain selecting resp. poll
ing phase of the transmission procedure. In the mod
els of fig.3 it is supposed for simplicity that the 
RVs expressIng the phase durations are statistically 
independent; this is correct only in part, and will 
be analyzed below. On the other hand, the present 
model characterizes some dependencies on externally 
controlling RVs. 

a) 4-phase interaction model IPAWL 791 
In the model in fig.3a t he interaction cycle time T 
of buffered term~is divided i nto four segments? 
input transmi ssion per iod T. computer reaction t ime 1 , 
Tcr , output transmission time To, and user time Tu. 
Tu i s the total time for ~~er reaction and typing 
and is thus dependent on the number N. of effecti
vely typed input characters. The voluffi~-oriented RV 
Ni, the number of transmitted input characters, 
controls the input transmi ssi on time T. (or vice 
versa). Ni,N· represent attached RVs ~Jhich fre
quently snou13 be considered in network performance 
evaluation. The fictitious RV L represents any RV(s) 
characterizi ng the actual system load which i nfluen
ces the computer reaction time T 

cr· 

Fig.3 Interaction cycle of buffered terminals 

.~ Tc T 
u 

D1 D1 X syst. X c type X c type 

Tar 25.6 2.2 3Ex 0.39 19.2 2.5 3Ex 0.09 6.1 

c 

tIon cycle. Ti though linearly connected with N· 
is associated to the system because the actual dUra
tion depends on system transmission speed. 
In fig.3c) we look from a more host-oriented point 
of ~at a central processor i nterface. Here T 
consists of computer reaction time T and ~ripger
al .§!lswer time l' containing T T ~hd T·. The 
quantification ~~ fitting of tRes~'model~ is 
based on data partly presented in IPAWL 79/. 
Tab.4 shows measur ed means and variation coeffici-
ents for the most important RVs, further the approx
imation function and the mean square deviation. The 
complete set of approximation parameters is report
ed in ISUED 82/. 
The interacti?n cycle times.1c ?re all in the ~ame 
order of magnl.!:ude. The domlnatlng portion of Tc is 
the u~er time Tu; for all systems, except TST and 
TSC, Tu covers . n~rl¥ 90% of Tc. Anothe~ impor
tant cnaracterIstlc IS the bursty traffIc behavior 
of single users (cf. sect.4) sho~1 by a variation 
coefficient significantly greater than 1 for both 
RVs. This "hyperexponential" characteristic can ap
propriately be modeled by mixing two (max. three) 
Erlangian distributions. In most cases two or three 
exponential distributions are sufficient. 

L start of input

, start of output -
transmission 

~ phase of sfoehasUe woeess 
and dominantly influencing 

RV variables 

Tc.' interacfion fycle time 

Tu: yser t ;me 

~.: l'nput transmission time 

rcr.' fomputer !:eacfion time 
To : Qutput transmission time 

Tsa : !?ystem gnswer t i me 

'Pa: peripheral !?nswer ft'me 

N;e : 
N; : 

number of ~ffecf;vely typed {nput charac ters 
total number of i nput characfers 

No: total number of putput charac ters 

L : system "~oad" 

T T Tpa sa cr 
type D 

1 X type D1 c X c type D~ 

3.8 2Ex 0.18 1.6 6.1 7Ex 0.10 23.4 2.3 2Ex 0.08 

TSC 32.4 2.1 2Ex 0.13 24.6 2.4 3Ex 0.09 8.0 3.7 4Ex 0.01 2.7 6.2 7Ex 0.10 29.9 2.2 3Ex 0.09 

I3NK 47.2 1.7 2Ex 0.08 45.4 1.7 2Ex 0.03 1. 5 1. 9 2Ex 0.8 0.7 0.8 2Ek 1.21 46.3 1.7 2Ex 0.05 

OCL 43.1 1.1 2Ek 0.12 39.4 1.2 2Ek 0.11 3.7 3.0 2Ek 2.02 1. 5 6.8 3Ek 0.16 41.7 1.1 2Ek 0.31 

INQ 31.3 2.5 2Ex 0.08 28.6 2.8 2Ex 0.13 3.0 1.3 2Ex 0.48 2 .2 1. 7 2Ex 0.13 29.1 2.6 2Ex 0.11 

U~iERl 51.2 1.8 3Ek 0.10 45.9 2.1 3Ex 0.48 6.4 0.8 2Ek 0.10 5.1 1.0 2Ex 0.37 46.0 2.0 2Ex 0.59 
USER2 27.8 2.6 2Ex 0.09 25.4 2.9 3Ex 0.10 2.4 1.3 2Ex 0.84 1.6 1.8 2Ex 0.20 26.1 2.8 3Ex 0.06 

TO(] 38.5 2.2 2Ex 0.75 33.5 2.8 2Ex 0.09 not applicable 3.2 1.5 3Ek 0.10 35.3 2.6 2Ex 0.12 

Tab . 4 Model parameters of int eraction cycles ID has to be multiplied by 10- 3 
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Corresponding models for unbuffered terminals 
Apart from a structural difference (TTW input typ
ing and input trru1smission phase coincide) there 
are mainly quanti tati ve differences bet\..]een DS and 
unbuffered T'IW in Systems TST and TSC. lv1easul"'ement 
results were descl'ibed in /PAWL 79,PAWL 77/. The us
er reaction time Tr the time from the end of To 
untYl the user types the first input character, can 
be well approximated by a 2Ex distribution. 

Models with dependencies 
Hitherto the models based on the supposition that 
succeeding phases within interaction cycles are sta
tistically independent. Now we give up this restric
tion: He analyze the functional dependency of user 
behavior on certain RVs, e.g. on HVs characterizing 
the system behavior. In fig.4 it is suggested 
that in individual user sesSIons the RVs Tu', Ti', 
Tcr , To, No, N· (N· in case of no use of display. 
formats_expresSes the number of_characters typed In 
during Tu) influence on the RV Tu' 
The statIstical coherence is determined by a modi-
fied regression method: in each class interval of 
the abscissa RV the cor-responding mean value of the 
ordinate RV is calculated (mean value model); other 
regression methods including multiple regression 
are not appropriate. Note trat every coherence con
cerning a pair of RVs is calculated separately neg
lecting that all RVs can be mutually dependent. 
Some results of the regression analysis characteriz
ing the commercial time-sharing DS terminal user in 
System TSC are listed. The boxes in fig.4 show the 
principal relationship. The table shows the quanti
tative results which express relatively strong de-
pendencies of Tu on N· Nand T r' The relati
onchips in TST on theIwho£e are q81te similar. 

t:~~1 
_ t 

T' T.'-t-T To T-u I cr N U 

cycle (n-1) cycle n ~~ t 
~~:lv qual,"fa!;ve '!.e- b-; V 
x x pendency of y on x Ni L-

,.. 
x T (x) a b 

N. 
1 

a x + b 0.15 25.2 

No a x + b 0.22 14.9 
T low convex function 

0 

Tcr a x + b I 0.41 29.8 
T! no dependence 

1 

T' u a x + b I 0.31 22.5 

Fig.4 Modeling "mean" influences on T 
u 

Measurement results by other authors have become 
known on the Whole only for unbuffered terminals. 
Correspondingly, analytical models only based on 
these results have been used in the literature. 

5 

6 USER POPULATION MODELS (TRM~SACTION/CYCLE LEVEL) 

Models on transaction and interaction cycle level 
~re now interested in modeling the aggregate 
point process defined by the starting-points of 
1) transactions of several users 
2) all interaction cycles of r '3veral users. 

Systems INQ and TOU: 
The arrival processes show strong variations during 
the day. In short time intervals of convenient 
length (e.g., 900s) , the interarrival times of both 
processes are nearly exponentially distributed: for 
all time intervals the X2-goodness-of-fit test ac
cepts the hypothesis of exponentially distributed 
interarr-ival times at a significance level of 0.05. 
The statistical security can be !'educed to 0.75 or 
less for nearly all intervals. 

INQ (user2) TOU 

RV X c X c 

AT 0.483 0.101 0.338 0.085 
A 1.997 0.087 0.843 0.110 c 
N 55.66 - 32.41 -u 
Ac2 1.653 0.186 0.689 0.236 

c 1.016 0.065 0.984 0.053 c 

Tab.5 Model parameters for transactions/cycles 

Tab.5 shows mean values and variation coefficients 
~or the arrival rateAr of transactions and,».C of 
Interaction cycles during a high traffic perIod.Fur
thermore, mean and variation coefficient of the ar'-
ri val rate;\ C2 of the interaction cycles and of the 
variation coefficient of the cycle Interarrival ti-
mes of several days are listed. Nu is the mean num
ber of active users during high traffic period. 
For the observed populations, especially in the high 
traffic period, we obtain the following results: 
the arrivals of transactions and interaction cycles 
can be modeled by a Poisson process with the listed 
mean arrival rates. The relationship betweeen both 
processes is given by the number n of interaction 
cycles per transaction: 

AC = n}..T (1) 
Further research has to clarify how the smoothing 
effect for the aggregate interarrival process de
pends on population size and single user traffic 
patterns. 

System TSC: 
As a first-order approximation the point process of 
starting-points of interaction cycles may be ex
pressed by an infinite population model supposing 
the computer being not saturated. Several trend
free (rare!) samples during periods with constantly 
Nu=9 DS users showed a mean interarrival time 
Ta=3.2s and a variation coefficient c=1.12. In a 
more wide-ranging investigation we observed time in
tervals of 300 to 900s with a relatively constant 
number of simultaneous users (9 users minimum).This 
process nearly always showed a trend on 99% level 
using two different trend tests. Mostly this trend 
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is caused by positive jumps of Nu: immediately af
ter logon the cycle rate of a user is typically 2 
to 3 times highe.r than his mean cycle rate R dur
ing session. A functional relationship for tRis be
havior is ver'y difficult to find. Fig.5 shows an ex
ample point process including a positive jump of Nu. 

300 

200 

..;' 
V 

l/ 
./ 

,-/ 100 

/ 
V 

V 
3005 

.... v 
V 

I 
I 

I 
/"" 
~ 

t 
positive 

, -
Jump of -user 
number b:tl 

number of 
OS users: 
~9 

inter val 
length: 

900 s 

600s 900s 

Fig.5 Example counting process in system TSC 

Further research in the project \-Jill include point 
processes at an intelligent DDP network node connec
ted by an HDLC link to a computing center. 

Compound modeling 
In System INQ two user communities generate diffe
rent traffic patterns by working with separate host 
applications. For the high traffic period we define 
a cyclegeneration rateA . for each single user of 
population i 0=1,2): U1 

Aui = 1 / Tci (cf .tab.4) (2) 
Knowing the mean number of active users Nu' fol' 
each population we can build the simple mo~el shown 
in tab.6 for the high traffic period. The cycle arri
val process for each population is a Poisson pro
cess with the mean al~r i val rate 

A C i = Nui A. . 1 2 ( 3 ) U1 1=, 

The compound arrival process of the total system is 
the superposition of both populations, with the mean 
arrival rate 

A C = A C 1 +;t r.? (4) 

total user1 

Nu 75.03 19.42 

A 0.032 0.019 
u 

A 2.37 0 .37 c 

Tab.6 Compound modeling 

7 MODELS FOR BASIC USER ACTION PHASES AND 
CHARACTER LEVEL 

Single user models 

user2 

55 .66 

0.036 

2.00 

Here we analyze certain user-characteristic seg
ments of the interaction cycle. First, we model the 

6 

single time-sharing user as a "source/sink" for sen-
ding or receiving one or more packets per input or e 
output period. Fig.6 shows the frequency of output 
message lengths gi ven in 32-character segments (ac-
cording to 32-byte-wise segmenting in several pub-
lic packet-switching networks). al-mixed geometric 
distributions give approximations with Q<.10exp(-2) • 

• PfNo ~ ns) liiTST =~8 • nTSC = 7.2 
s = 32 byte 

0.8 
D TS T 

0.6 I TSC 

0.4 ;: ~I . 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 

Fig.6 Cumulative packet size distribution 

In both systems most of the output messages take on
ly a part of typical maximum packet lengths (e.g., 
1024 bytes) in a packet-switching network. Of the 
corresponding input message packet sizes 90% (TST) 
resp. 73% (TSC) are no lalger than one segment. 

Mode~s considering user populations 
Imaglne a group of unbuffered TIW terminals. M may 
be the actual number of terminals/dialog users be
ing simultaneously in input typing phase Ti . An 
appropriate model for the aggregate input process 
of unbuffered terminals is a character generator 
with ~ime-constant character generation rate during 
a perlod of constant M.Measurements in Systems TST 
and TSC showed the following intercharacter times 
TtO. The approximations give an acceptable ap
proximation in the total TtO value range but do 
not reproduce the function decrease near TtO=O. 

M 

9 

8 

6 

4 

0.H3 - 0 . 33 

0.22 0.38 

0.27 - 0.44 

0.36 - 0.57 

c 

1.50- 1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 - 2.1 

approx .dist. 
type Q110-3 

(TSC) 

2Ex 2.2 

2Ex 2.5 

2Ex 2 .9 

2Ex 3.4 

Tab.7 Intercharacter times of aggregate TTW input 

8 MODEL RATING AND APPLICATIONS. OUTLOOK 

User models are useful in application areas like 
• nehlork performance evaluation (simulation or 

analytical calculation) 
• computer performance analysis 
• rough network dimensioning 
• research for insight into traffic/model behavior 
• human factor considerations. 

Usual models describe a complex behavior by "beauti
ful" mathematically easily tractable distributions. 
All things considered such models have been success
ful very often giving a rough replica of real TP 
systems. In case of large populations there is usu- • 
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ally no need for more precise models. On the other 
hand, measur'ement-based user models implying mor e 
complex structures and distr' ibutions can impl'''ove TP 
systemB rnodeling for the following reasons: 
• Narrowing the unknown gap between models and real

ity: more prec i se models could help to estimate 
the effect of real traffic on systems behavior 
which is quantitatively rather unexplored and usu
ally considered by "safety additions". Many TP 
queueing systems are very sensitive against traf
fic parameter variations. 

• Some conditions in TP environments have changea: 
small configurations like cluster controllers, 
DDP computers and multiplexers need better, e.g., 
multi-parameter models. The effect of the single 
user on systems behavior is increasing. 

• The effect of error propagation is quite unclear 
if unprecise models are synthesized to net\-Jorks . 

• Compound m~iels implying heterogeneous user traf-
fics have not been investigated extensively. 

i\ppli ca ti ons 
Some possible model applications are the following: 
• Interactions of customers in small populations : 

The two-phase models for single users in sect.5 
are useful in situations where the interaction 
of a finite population and a common resource 
is to be modeled at one single interface. 
The four-phase models are suitable for modeling 
a shared line (e.g. concentrator) where 2-way 
t raffic must be modeled precisely. 

• Models of multiple-step transactions like in 
sect.4 describe a hursty type of modern TP usage. 

• Heterogeneous user populations: 
Applications of compound models like those ir; 
sect .6 will probably grow very largely in the 
future: in the past, usually only one or two TP
applications (e.g.,dialog and batch) were dedica
ted to one network node ; in the future, mixed ap
plications will be installed ranging up to mixed 
data, text, facs imile and digital speech traffic. 

• Models of dependency effects like those in sect.5 
describe i nherent coherences vJorthy for system de
signer~ and human factor matters. They also ex
press relations inter'esting from economical TP 
operations point of v~ew like shown in ITHAD 81/. 

It is intended to validate some of the most im
portant models by simulations. 

Outlook 
Unlike in telephony, user modeling has not been an 
extensive field for systematic investigation. Two 
reas~ns are: first, investigations require large ex
pendltureSj secondly, for the global design of lar
ge-scale networks relatively simple models charac
terizing a user population are sufficient. 
On the other hand, TP applications user tasks and 
terminals are continuously emerging. Thus, empiri
cal models must permanently be improved and kept 
actual. Improved models could help to reduce our 
~certainty of behavior of r'eal systems usually be
lng developed using "beautiful" models and being 
placed in real TP environments. 
Truly r"epr"esentative empirical models can only base 
on existing systems. This causes a certain time 
bac~og.b~tween introduction of new TP systems and 
avallablllty of representative empirical models. 
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Probably this backlog must be shorter in the future 
to ensure that rapidly coming new applications will 
not fail because of performance reasons. 
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Abbreviations 

DS display station 
RV random variable 
TP teleprocessing 
TfW teletypewriter 
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Summary of Questions/Answers 

Date: 13 June 1983 

Session: 3.3 

4 Paper: 

Q.l (Elhamy Abdou) 

In compound. modelling, you introduced the use of mean number 
of active users. Can you comment pn the accuracy of this 
assumption to represent the total user population? In 
particular is there. correlation between the number of 
acti ve users N ; and . ? .. ~. 

A.l (P.F·. Pawlita, H.-D.' Suedhofen) 

The incan number N i of active users is smaller than the 

total population size, because not all users are .active 
during observation intervals of 900s. 

N L cannot easily be measured directly because of those 
~ 

interaction cycles which do . not fall completely into the 
observation interval. 

Therefore, we calculated the model parameter N . indirectly 
~ 

by dividing the total arrival rate . by the arrival rate 
; of a single user. he latter on~~was calculated as the 
~ 

reciprocal of the mean interaction cycle time. 

0.2 (Herbert Jans) 

A.2 

11 

I , 

, 
\ ; 

You investigated several special types of teleprocessing 
sys terns. How far are these res \,11 ts represen ta ti ve and 
app~icabl,e for other teleprocessing systems? 

(P.f. Paw'li ta, H.-D. Suedhofen) 

We selected several different but typical teleprocessing 
systems, all characterized by dialog or transaction-oriented 
communication using buffered terminals (display terminals, 
except ort~ system). The model structure is system -
independen t, 

. , , 

• 



• 

• 
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A. 2 ( Con t ' d. ) 

Though the systems are different, the results of most of the 
importan't random variables are very similar wi th respect to 
distribution type and the first two moments. 

So we expect that other real user communities in ~imilar 
'teleprossing systems will behaye in a similar manner. 

; 

Contrary ,the results are not cjirectly applicable to users 
and ' , appl~cations very different from the ones we investigated 
for example interactive ' videotex users. -

'11 
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Summary of Questions/Answers 

Date: 14 June 1983 '. ' 

Session: 3. 3 

Paper: 4 

Q.l (Elhamy Abdou) 

In compound modelling, you introduced the use of mean number 
of active users. Can you comment on the accuracy of this 
assumption .to represent the total user population? In 
particular is there correlation between the number of 
activer users N " and ~ ,? 

1A1 't~1 

A.l (P.F. Pawlita, H.D. Suedhofen) 

The mean number N , of ' active users is smaller than the 
total population ~lze, beoause n~t all users are active 
during observation intervals of 900s. 

N , cannot easily be measured. directly because of those 
i~eraction cycles which do not fall completely into the 
observa.tion interval • 

Therefore, we calculated the model parameter N~, indirectly 
by dividing the total arrival rate ~ , by the a~rival rate 
~ , of a single user. The latter on~1was calculated as the 
r~iprocal of the mean interaction cycle time . 

... 
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